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UNIT – I

1. (a) Define listening and write an essay on the types of listeners. [7M]
(b) Why are ‘soft skills’ so important for engineering students? [7M]

2. (a) Define the various perspectives of communication. Explain the various factors that affect
perception. Example: Visual, language mother tongue influence etc. [7M]

(b) What are the various elements of communication? Explain them in detail. [7M]

UNIT – II

3. (a) What is public speaking? How to improve to be an effective speakar? [7M]
(b) Bring out the difference between direct communication and indirect communication with suitable

examples. [7M]

4. (a) Explain the significance of verbal and non verbal communication in detail with suitable examples.
[7M]

(b) Write a dialogue between you and your friend on the choice of career. [7M]

UNIT – III

5. (a) Write a brief account on types of word formation process with examples. [7M]
(b) Describe the basic rules for punctuation usage in a sentence with one example each. [7M]

6. (a) Rewrite the following as directed. [7M]
i. Good researchers often need to be voracious readers of their subject. (Identify the root

word )
ii. Throughout his presentation, he put across his ideas quite ___ (Write suitable adverbial

suffix for the word ‘vivid)
iii. When the scraper blade blunts, you will have to replace it. (Write antonym for the word

‘blunt’)
iv. Write full form of the abbreviation AIDS.
v. He comes to college once in a blue moon (Write the meaning for the idiom given in bold)
vi. A person who always believes that good things will happen. (Substitute with one word)
vii. Alice hasn’t complained of any ___. (Write suitable prefix for the word ‘comfort’)
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(b) Fill in the blanks with appropriate Preposition and Article. [7M]
i. It has been raining _________ (for/ since) morning.
ii. The candidate had come_________ (for/ from) Patna.
iii. The famous statue is right _________ (in front of/ before) the museum.
iv. On this issue, I agree_________ (to/ with) her.
v. Next year, she will go to _________ (a/an/the) university in Netherlands.
vi. Will you be getting_________ (a/an/the) M.B.B.S degree for this?
vii. Sachin, _________ (a/an/the) little master, is revered by cricket lovers.

UNIT – IV

7. (a) Explain Intensive and Extensive reading. [7M]
(b) Study the process of preparation of current from rice husk and prepare a flow chart showing

its various stages. Rice husk is produced in large quantities in rice mills. When rice husk is
burnt in the open or under controlled temperature in a furnace, it leaves a residue in the form
of a highly reactive ash. This ash, when it is mixed with lime acquires cementitious properties
and has the potential to replace portland cement either fully or partially in certain construction
works. Scientists of the G.B University of Agriculture and Technology have developed cement
from rice husk. This cement produced is mixed with sand to prepare mortar which can be used
for plastering purposes. But its compressive strength is low, at 30 kg per Sq.cm. [7M]

8. (a) Describe a set of flowchart symbols; boxes, circles, diamonds etc., with its diagram and usage.
[7M]

(b) Explain the obstacles in becoming an effective reader. [7M]

UNIT – V

9. (a) ‘The hook line and the parting shot are the heart and soul of any piece of writing’ Analyze this
statement in the context of the importance of introduction and conclusion in writing. [7M]

(b) You are the student coordinator of the NSS wing in your college. Prepare a report on the health
awareness programs organized for the rural community near your college successfully. [7M]

10. (a) Your college celebrated its Annual day recently. Write a short event report on it for your college
magazine. [7M]

(b) Your friend Rohith has invited you to a special party which he is organizing for your college
teacher. Write an email to him. In Email you should accept the invitation, suggest how you
could help Rohith prepare for the party, and ask him for some ideas for a present for your
teacher.

[7M]
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